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Abstract

Together with the rapidly growing amount of online data
we register an immense need for intelligent search engines
that access a restricted amount of data as found in intranets
or other limited domains. This sort of search engines must
go beyond simple keyword indexing/matching, but they also
have to be easily adaptable to new domains without huge
costs. This paper presents a mechanism that addresses both
of these points: first of all, the internal document structure
is being used to extract concepts which impose a directory-
like structure on the documents similar to those found in
classified directories. Furthermore, this is done in an effi-
cient way which is largely language independent and does
not make assumptions about the document structure.

1 Overview

“The issue of extracting the structure of some text
[...] is a challenging issue.” S. Abiteboul [1]

Finding information on the Web is normally a straight-
forward task. For most user requests the information can be
located by applying a standard search engine using simple
pattern matching techniques. However, by restricting the
search to a well defined subdomain, like corporate intranets
or university Web pages, this can become a tedious task. If
no matching document can be found, the user is normally
either left alone with a great number of partially matching
documents or with no result at all. This is a well known
problem and approaches exist to overcome that. But those
approaches tend to rely very much on a given document
structure or expensively created concept hierarchies. While
this is appropriate for product catalogues and other applica-
tions where the information is stored in database formats,
0-7695-0981-9/01 $
it is no help if the document collection is of heterogenous
nature.

We present a mechanism that imposes a classification
hierarchy on a set of Web pages by extracting concept words
based on the structure detected in documents and relations
between documents. The basic idea is to select keywords
for documents which are found in more than one of the fol-
lowing contexts:

� meta information

� document headings

� document title

� emphasised parts of the document.

This allows us to separate important terms from less im-
portant ones. It works largely language independent be-
cause it exploits layout more than anything else. Further-
more it is cost effective. The extracted concepts function as
classifications not just for individual documents but direc-
tories and linked documents as well, similar to those clas-
sifications in manually maintained Web directories like Ya-
hoo!1 or LookSmart2. With the presented work we revise
and go beyond the preliminary thoughts described in [18].

The structure imposed on the data collection is employed
in a dialogue system which can cope with user queries that
do not retrieve documents or result in too many matches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First
we discuss related work in some detail (section 2). The next
section is about the offline processes of indexing the docu-
ments together with an example from our sample domain
and explains how the classification is being built up using
the results of the indexing process (section 3). Then we
will look at how an online system uses these index tables

1http://www.yahoo.com
2http://www.looksmart.com
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(section 4). Finally we report some implementational is-
sues (section 5), recent experiences (section 6), and give a
conclusion (section 7).

2 Related Work

Roughly speaking, any approach to solve the problem
of finding the right information for a user’s need from a
set of semistructured documents either relies on enormous
amounts of data or on structural information associated with
the documents, neither of which we can take for granted in
the context of this work. In the following we look at some
related work in more detail.

Indexing documents has been a research topic in the in-
formation retrieval (IR) community for many years [28].
But documents are normally very long, contain little inter-
nal structure and collections are “typically measured in gi-
gabytes” [38]. A Web track was introduced in the TREC
series. One question for the Small Web Task is to find out
whether link information in Web data can be used to obtain
more effective search rankings than can be obtained using
page content alone. It was found that hyperlinks did not re-
sult in any significant improvement [29]. And the overview
of all results summarizes that no measurable benefit was
gained on standard TREC retrieval measures through use of
links [16].

There has also been work on layout analysis. One mo-
tivation is to convert printed collections of documents into
their corresponding tagged electronic version. Autotag [32]
is a system that aims at processing many types of documents
based mainly on heuristic rules. It performs a physical fol-
lowed by a logical analysis. The intention is “to capture
every conceivable object that may add to a document’s pre-
sentation”. However, it does not go as far as to capture the
semantic content of the documents.

Finding the logical structure of a document without
knowing the actual documents or styles used in them is the
focus of [31]. This is a two-step process, segmentation and
classification. The segmentation process is primarily based
on layout, contour and font shape information. The classifi-
cation step is based on the comparison of the text segments
to predefined structure prototypes, mainly by means of geo-
metric cues. The only linguistic knowledge used in the de-
scribed prototypes is the identification of typically appear-
ing or non-appearing symbols. If some information about
the style of the documents is known, then this can be incor-
porated in the processing steps as well.

Another relevant field of related work is document clus-
tering. Like information retrieval approaches, clustering re-
lies very much on large amounts of data. IBM’s TaxGen
text mining project aims at the automatic generation of a
taxonomy for a large corpus of unstructured news wire doc-
uments [25]. A hierarchical clustering algorithm first builds
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the bottom clusters and then works its way upward forming
higher-level clusters by grouping together related clusters.
The clustering is based purely on linguistic elements in the
documents, e.g. co-occurrences of words (lexical affinities)
or names of people, organizations, locations, domain terms
and other significant words and phrase from the text (lin-
guistic features).

A recent example of conceptually indexing a document
collection is Keyphind which is described in [15]. Ma-
chine learning techniques are applied in order to extract
keyphrases from documents in the context of browsing dig-
ital libraries. This comes close to our idea of impos-
ing a structure on the collection by extracting “important”
phrases from each document, but in Keyphind the docu-
ments are much longer and furthermore a manually tagged
training corpus is needed to build the classifier. Extractor is
a similar system for extracting keyphrases using supervised
learning [34, 35].

Clustering is also being used for concept-based rele-
vance feedback for Web information retrieval [6]. Follow-
ing a user query the retrieved documents are organised into
conceptual groups. Unlike in our approach this structure is
not extracted for the indexed domain but for the search re-
sults. Another example is Grouper, an interface to a meta-
search engine which dynamically groups the search results
into clusters labeled by phrases extracted from the snippets
that the search engines returned with the retrieved docu-
ments [37]. These applications are quite different to tra-
ditional offline clustering approaches where the whole doc-
ument collection is clustered, rather than a number of re-
trieved documents. The motivation for Zamir et al. is that
post-retrieval document clustering has been shown to pro-
duce superior results. Moreover, clustering a few thousand
documents is much quicker than doing this for millions of
documents. However, for our problem post-retrieval clus-
tering would miss the point since a classification structure
for the whole data set will have to be built in advance.

Document classification is closely related to clustering,
the difference to clustering is that predefined categories
exist, normally manually constructed, and after a training
phase new documents can be classified on-the-fly like in
[7]. Northernlight3 is an example of a search engine where
the results are grouped in dynamically created categories, so
called Custom Search Folders which help a user to narrow
down the search in case of too many matches. The search
covers the whole Internet and thus has access to much more
data than what we assume. Moreover, Custom Search Fold-
ers are not offered if the query did not retrieve answers and
needs to be relaxed, e.g. Minox dealer in Colchester or Mi-
nox Colchester.

Ontologies and customised versions of existing language
resources like WordNet [24] are being successfully em-

3http://www.northernlight.com
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ployed to search product catalogues and other document
collections held in relational databases [14, 12]. Part of that
research is the actual construction of ontologies [9]. The
cost to create the resources can be enormous and it is dif-
ficult to apply these solutions to other domains where the
document structure is not known in advance.

Quite a different way of dealing with the semistructured
information on the Web is to retain the structure and store
the data in graph-structured data models by means of wrap-
pers [20, 22, 27, 33]. It is not just about retaining but also
capturing the structure, for example to transform HTML
documents into XML or other formats. Databases and query
languages have been developed for this, the most promi-
nent database system is Stanford’s Lore [23]. But the draw-
back is that the indexing depends very much on a formally
defined structure of the expected input. There has so far
also been little experience using semistructured databases
for substantial applications [30].

The Clever Project [4] looks at topic related search.
The domain is the complete Internet and the problem to
be solved is filtering out those pages which are truly rel-
evant for a specific topic, i.e. the problem of too many
matches. Authorities and hubs are distinguished, places
that are either relevant or are collections of links to those
pages, respectively. Authorities and hubs are found by
purely analysing the connections between Web pages. This
is based on the HITS algorithm developed by Kleinberg
[17]. A modification of that algorithm was presented in [5],
again as part of the Clever Project. The extraction of hubs
and authorities is performed by a combination of text and
link analysis. The text in a window around the hyperlinks is
evaluated and the initial weight of a hyperlink which is set
before the iterative calculation starts is increased with the
amount of topic-related text.

Hyperlink Vector Voting is introduced in [21]. Rather
than depending on the words appearing in the documents
themselves it uses the content of hyperlinks to a document
to rank its relevance to the query terms. That overcomes the
problem of spamming within Web pages and seems appro-
priate for Internet wide search but would cause problems in
subdomains where the number of links between documents
is much smaller and certainly problems will occur for those
pages which are referred to by a small number of documents
only or no documents at all. One can go further by not just
using the anchor text but also additional structural informa-
tion found in the context of the hyperlink as Fürnkranz does
[13]. For the task of classifying pages using a given set of
classes he reports that it is possible to classify documents
more reliably with information originating from pages that
point to the document than with features that are derived
from the document text itself.

The Cha-Cha system has been developed for intranets.
It imposes an organisation on search results by recording
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the shortest paths to the root node in terms of hyperlinks
[8]. But this is only applied once results could be found by
using the search engine. It exploits hyperlinks but ignores
the internal structure of the indexed Web pages.

However, internal structure is being incorporated more
and more in standard Web search engines. A prominent ex-
ample is Google4 whose development was inspired by the
idea of improving the quality of search as opposed to effi-
ciency [3]. It makes use of both link structure and anchor
text. Each page gets a ranking value depending on how
many other pages reference to it. Moreover the system asso-
ciates Web pages not just with the text in it but also with the
text found in anchors linking to this page from elsewhere.
This makes it possible to return pages that have not been
crawled. Furthermore Google keeps track of some visual
presentation details like font size to give for example heav-
ier weight to words which appear in a larger font than the
rest of the document. However, Google is not of any help if
the query cannot be matched against at least one document.

The YPA is a system that addresses a similar problem
as described here where a user is looking for advertisers
that could provide certain goods or services [10, 11]. The
documents are not Web pages but advertisements from BT’s
Yellow Pages and Talking Pages5. But rather than having to
build classifications and cross-references these were already
an implicit part of the input data sources.

3 Indexing Web Pages

As we have seen, classifications have been built, some of
them being impressively large, and they do work fine in ei-
ther domain independent context with lots of data to index
like the Web or in specialized applications with manually
tailored classifications. But the semantic content of a docu-
ment collection can vary, it may be very domain dependent
with no classifications ready to hand. It may change over
time, and the amount of data may not allow a reliable clas-
sification. In these cases a structure constructed from the
actual data seems more desirable.

The aim is to extract a small number of important key-
words from the documents which can then function as clas-
sifications, because a relation between two documents (i.e.
a hyperlink) can as well be interpreted as a relation between
the extracted concepts.

The important assumption we make here is that not so
much the frequency of a term is of interest, but where it
is found in the document. More specifically we assume, if
a term can be found in two or more different contexts (e.g.
different types of tags) in the same document, then we call it
a concept. This is quite different to standard IR paradigms.

4http://www.google.com
5Yellow Pages and Talking Pages are registered trade marks of

British Telecommunications plc in the United Kingdom.
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For Web pages we distinguish five types of contexts where
candidate keywords can occur:

� meta tags

� heading tags

� document title tags

� all sorts of emphasis (like bold font, italics etc.)

� any free text in the document.

If a keyword or a phrase is found in at least two of the
first four contexts, it is selected as a concept for that docu-
ment, given it is not filtered as a stopword. This means that
we ignore free text completely and do not rely on meta tags
which are used infrequently and can be a source of spam-
ming rather than conceptual information. It also reduces the
number of keywords selected for a document to a minimum,
possibly no keyword is selected at all. However, a fall-back
strategy is always to go back to the most frequent keywords
found in the document or title information etc. We assume
that nouns are the most content bearing words, which is why
we ignore all other keywords altogether, unless they can be
extracted as part of a phrase which would contain at least
one noun.

To illustrate the mechanisms, we will pick some actual
examples using documents found on the Web server of the
University of Essex.

3.1 Example - Essex University Web Pages

First of all, for this domain the list of stopwords was ex-
panded to include appropriate terms like university, colch-
ester, essex etc. Furthermore, we use unstemmed word
forms in the examples, but in the indexing process we do
use a stemmer.

A page entitled About the University of Essex6 gives an
overview of the University and has hyperlinks to two other
files in the same directory: Travel information7 and Cam-
pus guide: finding your way around8. Figure 1 shows what
we get if we select the four most frequent keywords in the
documents. The keywords selected for the whole directory
are the most frequent keywords in all three documents.

Compared to that, figure 2 shows the indexes that were
selected applying our concept approach. The terms associ-
ated with the directory /about are the most frequent con-
cepts selected for all the files listed in the directory.

Most strikingly, this demonstrates how frequent words
are not necessarily the most desirable choices for a query
system: the words square and kilometre are two examples

6http://www.essex.ac.uk/about/index.html
7http://www.essex.ac.uk/about/find.html
8http://www.essex.ac.uk/about/guide.htm
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/about/index.html

/about

/about/find.html

bus
mile, kilometre, kilometre_mile,

travel, search, review, guide

/about/guide.htm

square, campus, map, travel

square, campus, map, travel

Figure 1. Most frequent keywords

which we rather do not want to see as classifications but they
cannot just be added to the stopword list to work around it.

In addition we also investigated which keywords would
be selected for a document if we ignored the actual text and
structure of that document and only looked at the content of
all pages referring to it by means of a hyperlink. The results
differ quite significantly from case to case, which is why
this approach was considered less appropriate.

3.2 From Classifications to Cross-References

The extraction of concept words leads to two types of
classification, first of all each document is classified under
all its selected concepts. Furthermore, concepts can be asso-
ciated with (the starting page of) directories by abstracting
from single documents and interpreting them as a number
of items grouped together. The most frequent concepts in
all those documents are selected to represent the content of
the directory. Hence, directories are now treated like normal
documents.

But the structure in classified directories like Yellow
Pages is richer than that. There are links from one head-
ing to others, i.e. cross-references. Typically, two types of
links exist, the so called see and see-also links. The first
one is used for classifications under which no addresses are
actually listed, e.g. for the Colchester area the local direc-
tory lists nothing under Slaughterhouses but contains a see
reference to Abattoirs and Horse Slaughterers. The second
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/about/index.html

/about

/about/find.html

/about/guide.htm

administration, travel, campus,

visitor, train, travel_visitor ...

area

travel, train, road, bus

campus, administration, staff,
research, institute, department ...

Figure 2. Selected concepts

type of link is used to refer the user to other related busi-
nesses, for example Roofing Services has a see-also link to
Builders.

In this context we will only need an equivalent to the see-
also link because the indexing process is data oriented and
we build up a structure bottom-up as opposed to classify-
ing documents in an already existing classification scheme.
That means there are no empty classifications.

We define cross-references on the basis of related con-
cepts which are pairs of concepts that were extracted for the
same document or directory. For example, the two terms ad-
ministration and visitor (see figure 2) are related concepts,
so are road and bus. We do not intend to capture the se-
mantic content of this relation, but merely the fact that there
is some correlation. In the next section it will be shown
how the user actually decides how this information has to
be interpreted by either choosing or ignoring certain related
words.

However, there is a problem of overgeneration. Conse-
quently, cross-references are only a subset all related con-
cepts, those whose frequency falls between certain thresh-
olds (which depend on the domain and the size of data to
be indexed). That means, in the above example the pair
road and bus is excluded. Alternatively, one could define
cross-references based on related concepts extracted for di-
rectories as opposed to single documents.
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4 A Dialogue System for Web Search

So far we discussed how an index database is being con-
structed. For most online queries this process might look
like a bit over the top. And that is correct as long as a sim-
ple keyword lookup returns an acceptable number of docu-
ments. Yet, experience has shown that problems do turn up
when too many or no documents at all are found for a user
query [19]. General queries tend to retrieve a large number
of matches even in small domains. At the same time it is
obvious that the smaller the domain, the more likely it is
that the user query cannot be matched precisely. Therefore
we use the index database as a backend in a dialogue sys-
tem. Note, that for successful queries it is not necessary to
initiate a dialogue step and the concept hierarchy needs to
be applied only for ranking purposes.

But how can the classification structure or a dialogue
system help to solve the observed problems? Let us start
with an example for too many matches. Querying the Uni-
versity’s Web pages9 with the simple request visitor infor-
mation leads, not surprisingly, to more than 50 matching
documents. After reading through ten each time one re-
alises that only the very last screen contains a link that refers
to an appropriate page. With the presented conceptual ap-
proach we reduce the number of matches by finding the best
matching documents, i.e. those that list the term visitor as
a concept (the word information is a stopword). This is not
a frequent concept, but as described in the earlier example
(see figure 2) it is asociated with the directory whose start-
ing page is About the University of Essex10, a perfect match,
despite the fact that the word visitor cannot even be found
in this page.

Alternatively, we could exploit the cross-references.
This would involve a dialogue step by presenting the user
with some options of how to constrain the search if the
query was indeed too general. The user could choose one
or more terms which would be added to the query for re-
submission. In the above example the user is offered to
continue the search by selecting cross-references for visi-
tor which include administration, travel and campus. Com-
pared to the search in a classified directory this means that
advertisements are retrieved that are listed under various
classifications at the same time. Of course, the user can
also decide that the query is specific enough and force the
system to display the matches, which are ranked based on
the concept hierarchy.

For too few matches or no matches at all one could try
to relax automatically, but this is not always helpful. One
thing that can happen is that automatic query term expan-
sion can worsen precision quite dramatically [19]. And it is
not always obvious why certain documents were retrieved

9http://www2.essex.ac.uk/search/
10http://www.essex.ac.uk/about/index.html
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when automatic relaxation was applied. What we do is to
incorporate a dialogue step here which lets the user decide
what sort of relaxation should be performed. Not all of the
following options are always applicable, but in general the
user can choose among as many ways to relax as appropri-
ate in the actual dialogue step:

� Search for partial matches. The user decides which
parts of the original query should be used to continue.

� Expand or modify the query by exploiting cross-
references. Let the user decide which bag-of-words
should be chosen to replace a part in the original query.
E.g. in a search for Wivenhoe House hotel travel in-
formation the most appropriate relaxation could be to
choose bus and train from the list of cross-references
for the term travel and continue the search by looking
for bus OR train instead of travel.

� Find documents that match part of the query and the
other part is matched by documents that refer to it by a
hyperlink.

� Display the starting pages of directories which contain
matches for the query (but not in a single document).

This is an extendable list of relaxations. It also depends
on the context whether one or the other option will be dis-
played, for example some of the relaxations can be checked
in advance to see whether they help at all. Additional do-
main knowledge can enhance the relaxation in specific ap-
plications.

Here we come back to a claim we made earlier, that it is
not so interesting to find out why two concepts are related
but that they are. The fact that they have some semantic
relation might be domain dependent rather than language
specific. Moreover, this link can be useful for one query
and irrelevant for a second query involving the same terms.
The dialogue system allows the user to decide.

5 Implementational Issues

The gathering robot starts at some root point(s) and col-
lects in a breadth-first strategy all relevant Web pages that
can be found. It currently ignores all documents that are
not in HTML format or located in a different domain. The
gathered documents are passed to the indexing component.

The robot as well as most of the index construction pro-
gramming is done in Perl making use of existing modules
(LWP, HTML, URI, Text etc.). For the indexing process
we also use the Brill tagger [2] and WordNet. The Porter
stemmer [26] is used to reduce words to their stems. Other
resources would have to be applied for languages other than
English. An anecdotal note about the stemmer: while there
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are a number of implementations of the Porter stemmer
available, they all seem to interpret the algorithm somehow
differently. Just one example is the word artificial which
is supposed to be stemmed to artifici. The Perl modules
Text::English or Lingua::Stem return artificy and artificial,
respectively. We decided to apply the C and Perl implemen-
tations provided by Porter himself.11

The Web based online dialogue system runs as a Sicstus
Prolog executable accessed via sockets. It was initially in
parts based on the YPA and subsequently reimplemented.
The external databases we are using are mSQL and Oracle.

Our platform is a Sparcstation Ultra 10 with 128 MB
working memory running Solaris 2.6.

We focus on indexing a sample subdomain of the Web,
the Web pages of the University of Essex. This is an ar-
bitrary choice and once the framework has been fully im-
plemented we plan to validate the approach using different
domains.

Figure 3 shows the starting page for the online search
system.

Figure 3. User interface

6 Recent Experiences and Results

Since the fine tuning of the algorithm is not yet complete
we will not present the results of an evaluation. However,
initial tests showed some significant results. First of all,
a classification hierarchy as described in this paper can be
built with very little effort. This can usefully be applied in
cases where no pages or too many pages would be retrieved

11http://www.muscat.com/ ~ martin/stem.html
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following a user query. Another result concerns the retrieval
results for successful queries. Initially we displayed only
the most significant matches, i.e. those pages for which
the query terms are listed as concepts. But that made some
pages come up again and again. If there is a large number of
matching Web pages, it seems more useful to offer the user
related concepts to constrain the query or ask whether he
or she wants to see the most significant matches only. Fig-
ure 4 is a screenshot of a sample query. If the user chooses
to see the most significant matches, then twelve Web pages
relating to three different academics working in different
departments are displayed, while each of the other options
leads to a larger number of pages referring only to a single
person.

Figure 4. Selected concepts

We also want to present some statistics to demonstrate
the amount of data extracted and indexed. In the Univer-
sity of Essex domain we currently index about 23,000 Web
pages, which are all HTML or ASCII pages accessible from
the starting page12 presuming the robot exclusion files do
not prevent robots to crawl them. The following table con-
tains statistics for our domain. In the table we list main con-
cepts alongside concepts which are those terms that were
found in three rather than two contexts in a single document.
We do this to highlight that this is quite a strong restriction
and we do not use main concepts in our prototype.

12http://www.essex.ac.uk
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Number of indexed pages 23,243
Number of free text keyword indexes 4,777,444
Number of selected concepts 11,096
Number of selected main concepts 2,395
Number of pages with concepts 17,646
Number of hyperlinks 266,090

That gives the following breakdown:

Average number of keywords per page 205.54
Average number of concepts per page 0.48
Percentage of pages with no concepts 24%

We also want to give a list of the most frequently selected
concepts (stemmed forms) that were found in the Web pages
of our sample domain:

Concept Number of Occurrances
work 504
paper 479
paper work 471
research 182
linux 128
histori 124
model 96
kde 92
studi 76
new 67

These are the most frequent main concepts selected:

Main Concept Number of Occurrances
studi 1,555
cours 1,408
research 750
paper 696
work 605
vision 554
paper work 523
unit 495
histori 491
project vision 448

But note that the most frequent concepts are not always
the most appropriate to constrain or relax a given user query.
Constraining a query by adding very general terms will of-
ten result in too many matching documents again. An upper
threshold is therefore used in the current prototype which
prevents too frequent concepts to be applied at all.

A major task remains the comprehensive evaluation of
the developed system against standard techniques. For that
we will be using the logfiles that contain all queries submit-
ted to the University search engine in a period of 24 hours.
42,270 queries were collected on the 15 August 2000. A
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sample of those queries will be chosen and tested against the
system accessing two different index databases, one with in-
dices and concepts as described in this paper, the other one
containing only the flat keyword indices (very much like a
standard search engine). The users will have to fill in a user
satisfaction form similar to the one used in [36].

In order to improve the system it will also be interest-
ing to see how the automatically extracted keywords can be
combined with some pre-existing classification hierarchies.

7 Conclusions

We presented a method that allows more sophisticated
indexing of a Web site or other subdomains of the Web
which captures the structure and relations between docu-
ments. By doing this we retain and uncover as much in-
formation as possible without having to make assumptions
about the document structure. The resulting index database
can be applied in a dialogue system that navigates a user
through various options if a query could not be answered
otherwise. In any other case it provides a way of judging
the relevance of documents based on the concepts they re-
late to, i.e. the classifications that were automatically cre-
ated for them.

We also see a possible application in the semi-automatic
creation of classification hierarchies where the documents
are processed as described and the resulting classification
structures are then manually being refined using a tool-
bench.

Our experiments have so far only involved HTML docu-
ments, but for non-HTML documents it should be possible
to use similar approaches as long as some layout analysis is
applied which preprocesses the documents in order to mark
the various sorts of layout being found.
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